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Dates of 2023 Mounted Archery Events:  

June 10, July 1 (rain date); July 8, August 12, August 26, September 2  

Cost: $175 Deposit: $50 via paypal to photonicgirl@hotmail.com, or check to Hearts in Hand 

Horsemanship, LLC, PO Box 40, Cherry Plain, NY 12040. 

How often: We will run 5 forest mounted archery clinics throughout the summer, and offer 

Friday afternoon practice sessions here on our archery trail at $25 per rider for those who sign up 

for at least two mounted archery clinics. Stay tuned! Mounted Archery is here to stay! 

Length of Course: The Forest Mounted Archery course is roughly .67 miles long with a steep 

uphill then steep downhill loop back to the starting area. The course will have 13–15 targets, 

with compound bow targets mixed with regular archery targets. 

Terrain: The Forest Mounted Archery course is a windy, semi-flat forest trail and about .3 mile 

long. Loop back terrain is a steep, rough, forest trail with logs, rocks, and other obstacles 

requiring both horse and rider agility. Total trail length is about .67 miles. 

Archery Equipment: We will have 10 bows in stock and about 100 arrows. If you have your 

own bow and arrows, please bring them. Hunters with copies of their NYS Bow Permits can 

bring their compound bow. All other riders will be required to use the mounted archery bows. 

Number of Riders: We are offering this to 10 riders total. 5 riders will run the .67 loop at a 

time. Once all riders clear the target area, we will pick up arrows and return to the starting spot 

for the next set of riders.  

Type of Rider: This course is for experienced riders only, age 16 and up. Experienced means 

riding uneven terrain with potential for the horse to spook while shooting the bow, then riding a 

steep uphill loop back to the Staging Area. While nocking and shooting the bow, your horse will 

have to be able to stand or walk using leg pressure only as both your hands will be busy. Please 

note: Our course is in the field and the forest, so for those who feel comfortable on rugged trail, 

you can shoot in the forest. For those who would prefer to remain in the wide open field, we will 

have that option available. 

Contact: Jules Harrell via text at 518-265-2808, or email photonicgirl@yahoo.com 

About us: We are Hearts in Hand Horsemanship, LLC. Our 150-acre farm is located on Misery 

Mountain in Cherry Plain NY adjacent to DEC land. Our website is: 

www.heartsinhandhorsemanshipllc.om 
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Schedule of Events 

8am – Arrive, sign waivers, provide copies of NYS Bow Permits for compound bow users 

9am – Safety Policy Discussion and Agreement with all Riders 

9:30am – Practice with bows without horses. Demonstrate proficiency primarily in bow 

handling safety meaning don’t point your bows at each other.  

10-11am – Desensitization: Practice shooting bows on the ground with horses standing next to 

you. Horses react strongly sometimes to the sound of an arrow leaving a bow. Some horses may 

react strongly to the arrows rattling in a quiver. Our horses spooked at the target. We will teach 

you how to desensitize your horse to the target, bow and arrows. All bows point one direction 

only. 

11-12pm – Mounted Archery: Practice shooting the bow from your horse in our field. All bows 

point one direction only. Remember, you will be doing this with both hands not holding the 

reins. If you have a friend and want them to hold your horse, that works great. Most horses 

cannot handle the rattling of arrows in a quiver once you are in the saddle, therefore we do not 

recommend regular quivers for use on the Forest Mounted Archery course, and ask you to keep 

arrows in your boot, on a hip quiver, or in your hand. 

12-1pm – Lunch Break 

1-4pm – Forest Mounted Archery: Teams of 5 riders at a time will ride up behind the field into 

the woods to the Forest Archery Trail Staging Area. Two Safety Officers will communicate 

when each team of 5 staggered riders can begin. One rider will progress to the first target, then 

the next rider can start. All bows will be pointing one direction only. If at any time unsafe 

behavior is demonstrated, we will ask the rider to step down and go through the Mounted 

Archery Safety Policy with them again. 

Arrow Pickup – Arrow pickup occurs after the first team of 5 riders has completed the course 

and are heading up the mountain on the return loop back to the Forest Archery Staging Area. We 

are asking for two volunteers to assist with this critical activity. 

Loops – Depending on how long it takes for the riders to make the loop, we hope to ride and 

shoot 2-3 loops on the Forest Mounted Archery course. 

Future Clinics – We are offering Forest Mounted Archery 5 times in 2023, and will offer Friday 

afternoon practice shoots at $25 per rider for those who sign up for at least two clinics.  
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There is something so primally satisfying about riding your horse while shooting a bow. We 

have found this activity to be the most exciting thing we do with our horses. The ultimate goal is 

to ride our horses at a canter/gallop in the forest while shooting at targets. All this fun and 

excitement require ongoing training. If you have a way at home to prepare your horse, you will 

have a lot more fun during the Forest Mounted Archery Clinics. Please feel free to contact us if 

you have any questions or need help with archery desensitization for your horse before the 

clinics. We are riding and shooting now here on the Farm. Pepper is a young mustang gelding 

who is barely green broke and he’s learning to handle having a bow shot off his back. If you 

want to come check out what we do, please text Jules at 518-265-2808 and we can arrange for a 

visit.  Learn what you need to do, take it home and practice with your horse. Hope to see you on 

your horse this summer!! 
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If you have ONx we can send you links to the map for our course. Practice begins in the field, 

which is shown on the first map. We then ride into the forest and will follow the western line 

where the targets are located. A steep ride up the hill will be followed by the ride north, then a 

steep ride down and back to the Forest Archery Staging area. 
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